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The mudslinging is starting, the boasting
beginning and soon enough stickers will be
in windows and signs in front of gardens

T

            
      

Predicting who will emerge from the chaos as Prime Minister
would take a crystal ball, several handfuls of tea leaves and a whole
lot of stargazing. With neither the Conservatives or Labour looking
likely to win a majority of seats in the House of Commons a whole
slew of other parties are salivating at the thought of joining a coalition government. UKIP, the Greens, the SNP, the Northern Irish
parties, possibly even the Lib Dems if they can manage to keep
hold of a handful of MPs.
I’m sure you all remember the confusion of setting up the
     
parties have faced in agreeing on how to run the country.
Everyone paying attention to the facilities management industry
will be aware how tricky it can be to get disparate bodies to act
as one. The CSSA pulling out of the BFG merger over the festive
season is proof of this.
The main issues being touted as key to the election campaign
include economic policy, immigration and job creation. Any and all
of these could have a massive impact upon the FM industry.
Over in America the Democrats holding the White House
   
them facing gridlock in budgeting… just about everything. Most
commentators agree that though the parties might disagree about
the best way to tackle an issue, doing nothing at all is always worse
than just picking an option and running with it.
Whatever the result come May, the FM industry should be hoping
that Britain actually has someone in control of the nation.
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As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect of
the magazine, together with your insight into what’s happening
in the FM sector.
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 Next Month
FMJ takes a look at how Datum and Keysource
have combined to convert an MOD research and
testing site into an ultra modern facility. We hear
from ISS about the advantages of apprenticeships
before also taking a look at energy management
and disaster recovery plans. So if you have any
thoughts or feedback please email:

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
FEBRUARY 2015
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INDUSTRY EXPERT COLUMN

IN MY VIEW
KEEPING STAFF HEALTHY
Kevin Ward, Executive Director of Ward Security

HOLISTIC SECURITY
IN THE DIGITAL AGE
If there’s one thing we learned about security in
recent years; it’s that the word has come to mean
so much more in the online digital era.
In December, Sony found itself in the global
     
major cyber-attack. This attack was clearly well
planned and well executed, and it revealed the
degree to which data is the currency upon which
the modern world is built.
This online threat is not new and is widely
understood. However, as the Sony example
illustrates, the degree to which organisations
are taking the threat seriously is certainly open
to questions. Data centres are where our lives
are stored; from our own personal data and
   
and organisations. Thanks to the growth in cloud
computing and cloud storage, ever more data is
being funnelled into the world’s data centres.
This makes them both incredibly valuable and
incredibly vulnerable.

A

t the same time government data recently
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impact on employee health.
Consultant nutritionist Amanda Ursell gave
employees a healthy eating plan including
information such as including plenty of fruits and
vegetables as well as foods known to enhance satiety.
#! $ $
  $%$$
lean meat.
& $'%& ( 
$  ) $
provided simple healthy menu planning and access

    $
plus signposting to encourage healthier meal
   "'%& * )
Department also gave employees support and advice
throughout the 12 week project.
At the end of the project there was an average
overall reduction of 3kg in body weight and
   
circumference. Blood glucose levels were reduced
    
+ "* 
with type 2 diabetes successfully lowered his fasting
glucose level to within the normal range within
the 12 week trial period. Employees also reported
!$$! 
/  +6 
! +"

Data centres are everywhere, but because of
their value and vulnerability their locations are not
publicised. In 2013 it was estimated that around
10% of the world’s total electricity was used to
operate data centres. Yet while there is a great deal
of resource dedicated to ensuring that data centres
are safe from online attack, is there perhaps too
     
defence against real-world attack? Data centre
operators need to ensure their facilities are at
least as well protected in the real world as they are
in cyberspace. The effect of a physical attack would
be just as devastating as an online attack. Physical
security must be part of the holistic defence in the
modern world.

Ward Security
t: 0845 872 1327
www.ward-security.co.uk
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MP BRANDS GOVERNMENT ENGINEERING FUNDING SCHEME
“NOT FIT FOR PURPOSE”
-/01      2 3 452346
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accessibility of the scheme and stressed that the current criteria was likely to deter many employers from even
making an application.
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minister to outline whether he stands by these comments.
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Research predicts faster growth
for security market

INDUSTRY INSIGHT
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the growth of integrated facilities management
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spending cuts and outsourcing of services with the
  !++$+ !
security in airports and other sensitive locations

and the growth of internet retailing.
The main growth sectors within the security
$  + 
contracts.
  $  !
national chains and shopping centres have seen
an increase in the deployment of security guards
   $ + 
that the growth of internet shopping has had
+^  "
 $ 
  $% ++
seen a decrease in the sector.
& +  
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to increases in security spend per passenger and
!    
increased checks.
Q  % ! 
to rising prison populations and the governments
plans to use outsourcing to achieve cost savings.
# !;98<  !
probation service contracts.

THE IMPORTANCE OF WELLBEING
The latest annual European Occupier Survey by
global real estate advisor CBRE, has revealed that
employee attraction, retention and productivity
has replaced cost management as the most
important driver for workplace strategy.
The survey, now in its fifth year, highlights that
when it comes down to making business and
real estate decisions, companies are increasingly
putting the needs of its employees at the
forefront of its objectives. This is a shift from
the start of the economic downturn when cost
was the core strategy driver, which created a
potential disconnect between companies and
their employees.
Today, companies acknowledge these factors
cannot be managed in isolation as evidenced
in the survey by a third of respondents (33 per
cent) citing labour and skill shortages as a key
business challenge, up from 21 per cent last year.
In addition, the workforce featured heavily as an
explanation for companies’ location decisionmaking. For example, approximately half of the

respondents (46 per cent) cited talent availability
as a key factor behind location decisions, while
30 per cent highlighted the cost of labour as a key
driver. Both responses were 10 per cent higher
than the corresponding figures last year.
Of those surveyed, two thirds (67 per cent)
reported that their workplace strategy was
primarily driven by the need to attract and retain
talent. This represents a 20 per cent increase
from last year (48 per cent) and dislodges cost
savings from the top spot (56 per cent in 2013
to 43 per cent today) into third place as the
principal aim of such a programme. The second
most popular reason to implement a workplace
strategy was the desire to increase employee
productivity (46 per cent), up from 37 per cent
last year.
The survey polls real estate decision makers at
global corporations collectively occupying
approximately 200 million sq m worldwide to
understand their objectives and associated
challenges across a broad range of issues.
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MARCH 2015
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www.ecobuild.co.uk

MARCH 2015
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www.cleaningshow.co.uk
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www.forumevents.co.uk

APRIL 2015
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GLOBAL FM

Urbanise consolidates
hold on UAE residential
maintenance market
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G4S PREDICTS
GROWTH IN MIDDLE
EAST SECURITY
MARKET IN 2015
,       
 '<$ %
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with predictions of an annual growth
 !89 '!
and Egypt.
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the company provides security services
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$! 
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camps and the protection of highly
   "

If you have any knowledge of FM news
from across the world, please feel
free to get in touch with our assistant
editor Sarah O’Beirne at
sarah.obeirne@kpmmedia.co.uk
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global FM business
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AXIS SECURES DAIWA
CAPITAL MARKETS’
EUROPEAN HQ
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KIER CONSTRUCTS
SEVERAL WINNING DEALS
IN THE MIDDLE EAST
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Organic Response Sensor Node

OFFICELYTE LED WITH
ORGANIC RESPONSE
®

LIGHT WHERE AND WHEN NEEDED
Ofﬁcelyte with integrated LED and Organic Response wireless
technology, delivers the ultimate in cost savings and longevity.
As well as turning lights off in unoccupied areas, or dimming down
in low activity zones, the Organic Response Sensor Node in each
luminaire wirelessly communicates with its neighbours to ensure
automatic group-wide adjustment to occupancy and ambient light,
guaranteeing user-comfort and maximising energy efﬁciency at all
times. Outperforming T5 ﬂuorescent and rated up to 90lm per circuit
watt, Ofﬁcelyte is one of the most efﬁcient LED modular ﬁttings on
the market. Available in 3000K, 4000K and minimum CRI 80, the
Ofﬁcelyte LED’s satin acrylic diffuser provides perfect, homogeneous
illumination. There are two sizes and two output options equivalent
to 2 x 24W T5 and 1 x 55W T5 TC-LE ﬂuorescent modules.

www.havells-sylvania.com

Tel: 0870 606 2030

Winner of the Lighting Controls category
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OFFICIAL MAGAZINE OF THE FACILITIES SHOW 2015

International, FIREX International,
Safety and Health Expo and Service
Management Expo, providing solutions
   
 ! ! " !  

NEW FEATURES FOR 2015

FACILITIES SHOW

IS GO
THE UK’S LEADING FACILITIES MANAGEMENT EVENT,
FACILITIES SHOW, WILL RETURN TO EXCEL LONDON
FROM 16 – 18 JUNE 2015 AND YOU ARE NOW ABLE TO
REGISTER ONLINE AT WWW.FACILITIESSHOW.COM
With unrivalled industry support from
BIFM, The Building Futures Group, CIBSE
and many more, Facilities Show 2015 is
        
   
birthday in 2014 with a successful move
to London, bringing together over 10,000
visitors and 300 exhibitors for networking,
         
Last year’s relocation to the capital
saw over 100 brand new suppliers
exhibit, with a 16 per cent increase in
        
international impact of the show was
proven as visitors came from over 34
10
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Building on the successes of 2014,
plans for Facilities Show 2015 are
gathering momentum with industry
leading names signed up to exhibit
and a host of new and exciting features
  
Highlights include a new careers
zone in partnership with BIFM and the
launch of the Intelligent Buildings Zone
 
With the ever expanding remit
of facilities professionals, attending
Facilities Show in London also gives
access to four co-located shows, IFSEC

Amongst the many new features at
Facilities Show for 2015 is the Intelligent
#   $ %  
across the 10,000 visitors to Facilities
Show 2014 demonstrated a thirst for
knowledge on how smart technology
and infrastructure systems can
   &'2 emissions
through energy management, as well
as information on monitoring systems
and information systems that provide
(     )*   
Buildings Zone and Theatre will be
dedicated to delivering education
and solutions surrounding energy
management and the integration
of structure, systems, services and
management of buildings, and will
cover a number of sectors including
Energy Management, HVAC, Lighting
+ * !  /7 
Assistive Technologies, BIM, Building
Controls, Metering and Monitoring and
   ! 
Another exciting new addition to
Facilities Show 2015 is the BIFM Careers
$ 9    7 
CPD, formal training, management skills
or career opportunities, the zone is being
designed to provide advice, support, and
  '  
show BIFM will host and coordinate a
series of advice clinics, workshops and
seminars, together with training partners,
careers experts, skills coaches and
    

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
Launched in 2014 and back by popular
demand at Facilities Show 2015, the
‘Meet the Buyer’ programme will give
participants the chance to pitch their
services to the procurement teams from
some of the UK’s largest FM outsourcing
     
 7  !7 :;<= 
the likes of Mitie, Vinci, Bellrock and
/ >   7  
 !!

Another successful addition to the
show in 2014, the Innovation Trail, will
?   :;<@   !
exhibitors the opportunity to highlight
their new and exciting product and
   9>!7
The Interiors Zone within Facilities
Show will house suppliers of products
and services directly relating to interior
space in commercial buildings, catering
 )       
relocation, space management and
utilisation, furniture procurement and
   J 7
Facilities Show, The Building Futures
Group Village will also return in 2015,
   7 
!  #9N!!?   
Run in conjunction with the BIFM
London Region, 2014 saw the launch
       
 O       
Attendees were given an exclusive tour
 Q + Y'! 
Park focusing on the management of
the park, the sustainability measures
that are in place as well as an exclusive
QJ    7 
    J   
      !
   

EDUCATION
The Facilities Show Keynote Theatre will
examine all the key issues in facilities
management, covering key topics,
      O 
saw a massive 99 per cent increase in
attendance at the theatre and with top
speakers and experts to present this year,
         :;<@
Extensive industry research is currently
being undertaken to ensure the most
   \  
The Interiors zone and Intelligent
Buildings Zone will also have educational
       
to learn about the latest developments in
 7 
Learning and development specialist,
International Workplace will be running
an exclusive Learning Hub alongside
9       
will provide valuable insight into
workplace regulation in international
!7 9   !
    

Facilities Management
Sustainable hygiene products, services & supplies - Nationwide
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VHUYLFHDQGSURGXFWVROXWLRQVIRU\RXUUHTXLUHPHQWV
Our Group structure is radically different from our competitors, and for
one very good reason - every one of our 35 nationwide branches are
managed and operated by Nationwide group shareholders and more
importantly, local-to-you, specialist hygiene supply professionals.
We’re right there when you need us.
+RZ FDQ 1DWLRQZLGH KHOS \RX" Through our advanced systems and
         
  
cost savings across your entire cleaning, catering & hygiene spend.
Reduce your management time and effort through our customer facing
online systems and enjoy levels of managerial control and oversight you
may only ever have imagined possible.
        
        
us today either directly by phone / email or visit our website.

0844 499 6380
sales@nationwide-hygiene.com
nationwide-hygiene.com
Operational Sectors:

FM • Healthcare • Higher Education • Government • Industrial • Catering • Commercial & Retail

OUR
INTERNATIONAL
PARTNERS
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

ISS Norway has extended its contract with the Norwegian
National Defence and will continue to deliver catering
and cleaning services for a further four years, in a deal
valued in excess of NOK 1 billion.
Costain Skanska Joint Venture has been confirmed by
London Underground (LU) as the contractor chosen to
design and build the Paddington link tunnel, which
will link the new Crossrail station and the Bakerloo
line platforms.
Following the recent sale of Strada restaurants to Sun
Capital Partners, Cloudfm has been awarded a facilities
management (FM) contract which will involve all hard
services for all of Strada’s restaurants throughout the UK.
Service Works Group (SWG) has won a contract to
provide its QFM software solution to South Essex College
of Further and Higher Education.

INCENTIVE QAS CLEANS UP AT CITYPOINT
Incentive QAS, the specialist cleaning arm of Incentive FM Group, has secured a
)   '              
=@>2&    *4  = 1 &     
building in the City of London.
The contract worth in excess of £3 million was awarded following a competitive
       *    
building. It covers periodic cleaning, internal and external window cleaning,
 \  &    ?
addition Incentive QAS will provide on-site shredding, pest control, consumables
supply and washroom services.
Located on Ropemaker Street, near Moorgate in the heart of the City, the
9%'  /=@>2

DERWENT FM SCOOPS
BOURNEMOUTH UNI CONTRACT

R  4   '
year contract to provide facilities
management services at Arts University
Bournemouth (AUB).
The deal, worth £1.87 million and which
comes with a three-year extension, will
see the national provider deliver hard and
 !  ! 
built student residence on Madeira Road
West. Derwent FM will also provide a
number of other services including energy
performance and student reception along
with the management of specialist subcontractors.
The new accommodation comprises of
378 en-suite student bedrooms with shared
kitchens and bathrooms, in three blocks.

12
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GBM BAGS
SHOPPING
CENTRE DEAL
Lambert Smith Hampton has
appointed GBM (Scotland) as its
preferred supplier for a three-year
cleaning, security, maintenance and
customer services contract at The
Forge Shopping Centre, Glasgow.
The Forge Shopping Centre
<99$999 ! 
retail space with over 70 high street
shops and 1,600 free car park
spaces provides a range of customer
facilities and services. The centre
also hosts seasonal entertainment,
has a multi-screen cinema and
family entertainment centre which
are available seven days a week.
The deal worth over £2 million,
will see GBM (Scotland) working
together with centre management
  + 
Y 
experience.”

Independent catering group CH&Co has strengthened its
catering position in London’s Square Mile with the award
of the banqueting contract for The Mansion House. In
addition to being the private residence of The Lord Mayor
of the City of London and family, The House hosts high
profile hospitality for: The City of London Corporation;
The Lord Mayor; Her Majesty’s Government; plus
charities and Livery Companies.
Surrey based electrical contractor Alpine Works
have been awarded a contract by University College
London for the the testing and maintenance of all its
emergency lighting.
Sodexo has been awarded six of the community
rehabilitation company contracts in partnership with
crime reduction charity Nacro.
The contracts which will run for a period of seven years,
will see the partnership between Sodexo and Nacro
manage probation services for low to medium
risk offenders.
Charlton House, specialists in high quality staff dining in
business and industry (B&I) environments has secured
two new contracts valued at approximately £1.8million
over a three-year period with global healthcare giant
Sanofi and information technology provider SSCL.
International support services and construction group,
Interserve, has been awarded a contract worth £32
million to provide cleaning and security services for the
Docklands Light Railway (DLR), on behalf of KeolisAmey
Docklands. The seven-year deal which commenced in
December 2014, supports the 278,000 passengers that
use the metro every day, with Interserve providing
specialist cleaning and security services across seven
routes and 45 depots.
Celtic FC has re-appointed Centerplate, which has
managed the public concourse catering at the 60,832
capacity Celtic Park stadium for the past decade, as its
catering partner for a long-term contract extension.

01268 726 675
info@hygienecowashrooms.co.uk

Environmentally friendly washroom technology

With over 25 years experience in the washroom industry, Hygieneco can offer washroom
solutions that not only ensures compliance with legislation, but meets health and safety
requirements to combat cross contamination for your staff and visitors alike.
Bring your washroom into the 21st century with our unique product range. Whether it’s
feminine hygiene units or our latest hand drying solutions, air fresheners or our clinical/
medical waste services. We will help you maintain and present the best facilities through
our range of managed washroom services and hygiene solutions.
At Hygieneco we are proud of our excellent service and sales personnel and our
experienced team can advise you on the best service that is right for you.
After all your washroom is our washroom!
Talk to us today for a washroom and hygiene solution tailored to your exact needs,
we would be delighted to offer a free survey to access your needs and to ensure
you are getting the correct service and as importantly value for money!

 Feminine Hygiene  Sanitizing Solutions  Hand Dryers  Soap Dispensers
 Urinal and Water Management  Nappy and Clinical Waste
 01268 726675  info@hygienecowashrooms.co.uk  www.hygienecowashrooms.co.uk
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PROPERTY FM

MORGAN SINDALL LAUNCHES NEW
PROPERTY SERVICES DIVISION
Construction and
regeneration group
Morgan Sindall Group
plc has launched Morgan
Sindall Property Services,
a new business division to
+
of property support and
facilities management
services.
Morgan Sindall Property
+
+  !' (
Response Maintenance
business – previously Lovell
Repairs and Maintenance.
The bringing together of
repairs and maintenance
and facilities management
services under the Morgan
Sindall banner also opens

+  
opportunities for the Group
and its other business
+    
support services to a wider
client base.
Building on the Group’s
strong commitment to its
customers, Morgan Sindall
Property Services will also
 
value through the delivery
of a more focused, personal
service locally, supported
by the national strength of
the Morgan Sindall Group.
It will be led by managing
director Gary Lester, who
+
the housing maintenance
and support services sector.

GUIDANCE FOR FM
PROFESSIONALS ON
RE-USING AND
RECYCLING USED CARPET

Lester joined the business
in 2014 from Mears Group
where he was chief operating
!  (
Specialist Services business.
The launch of Morgan
Sindall Property Services is
backed by major investment
in business systems,
including a new IT platform
which will drive performance
 +
levels of customer access.

WORKERS IN MESSY OFFICES ‘UP
TO 72 PER CENT LESS PRODUCTIVE’
*  $      % $ 
 ! +$  $+ = 
national cleaning company has found.
#         
emphasis on a clean working environment spend less time in the workplace and don’t work
as hard when they do sit at their desks.
>+ !899 {|$ %  !  %
 +
 +^ $ % !
organisation.
 " "%% +8:99 %99  
 % $  
enthusiasm for their jobs.

In offices where staff thought that their place of work cut corners on cleaning:
 72 per cent said their surroundings made them less productive
 46 per cent said they took longer lunch breaks and spent less time in the office
 25 per cent said they took sick leave because the surroundings depressed them
On the other side of the coin, offices with regular cleaners, kitchen facilities, regularly
serviced toilets and well-organised ways of working see both productivity and
attendance soaring, ContractCleaning.co.uk found:
 65 per cent said they looked forward to coming into a clean office in the morning
 49 per cent thought that they worked harder as a result of a better organised office
 26 per cent said they took shorter breaks or spent lunch breaks at their desk
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A practical interactive guide has been published for
facilities management (FM) professionals to encourage
more re-use and recycling of used carpet arising from
all types of refurbishment schemes. Best practices
for extending carpet lifetime and for refurbishment
specification are also highlighted in the user-friendly
document.
Carpet Recycling UK was commissioned by WRAP, the
{|( $  $
‘Guidance on re-use and recycling of used carpets and
environmental considerations for specifying new carpet’.
The guide is aimed at facilities managers in the public
+ $ $$
   ^   
the type of carpet waste that is most likely to arise in
refurbishment projects.
X   !
and contribute around 12 per cent towards a building’s
environmental impact. Carpet, including tiles and
 
$ ^  + 
domestic and commercial settings, accounting for 58 per
 !{|(^  %"
Against this background, CRUK worked with WRAP to
develop a practical guide for facilities professionals to
show how used carpet can be a valuable resource and
successfully re-used or recycled in new goods, from carpet
tile re-use to underlay and insulation products.
#  ! 
re-use and recycling and showcases best practice for
selecting new carpet. Information is also provided on
how to deal with post-consumer carpets. It also highlights
  ! !^ 
 (!  ^ !
reduce its overall environmental impact.

“KI were a natural choice as the high
quality of the products and the flexibility of
the storage solutions lent themselves easily
to this project… The client is delighted
with the fit out and the bench desking in
particular, as are we.”
Marie-Louise Dunk, Director JAMstudio Ltd
Client: Dana Petroleum
Location: Aberdeen, Scotland
Dimensions: 37,000 sq ft HQ for up to 250
people
Project Brief: JAMstudio were briefed to
create an environment which would reflect
the philosophy of a forward thinking energetic
company like Dana; a space that was a delight
to work in and an office interior that would lift,
energise and enliven their staff.
KI furniture installed:
 UniteSE Workstations
UniteSE Storage Systems
Faveo Task Chairs

Showroom
148-153 High Holborn
London WC1V 6PJ
www.kieurope.com

Wall-mounted occupancy detector




www.beg-luxomat.com

info@beguk.co.uk
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TOMORROW’S WORKPLACE
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Martyn Freeman, managing director, Mitie’s FM
business explains how FM providers are responding
to a radically changing working environment to
provide the workplace of the future
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surfacing solutions

Epoxy
Coatings

Anti-slip
Finishes

Repair
Mortars

Heavy Duty
Screeds

Surfacing solutions for internal applications

01978 661 991
www.conren.com info@conren.com

Achieve the world’s most
sought after professional status
At RICS we recognise the unique skills and knowledge of those
working in Facilities Management, and understand how strategic
FM can drive business performance globally.

“At an individual and a corporate level,
RICS has helped us develop both
professional excellence and leadership
capability that can really make
a diﬀerence for our clients.”

What can RICS offer you?
• A globally recognised professional status
• Proven leadership and strategic credentials
• A network of over 12,000 FM professionals and over 100,000
RICS members worldwide
• Over 1,000 training courses and networking events every year

Bruce Melizan, Executive Director – Interserve

Get your strategic advice heard, Join RICS.

t: +44 (0)24 7686 8433, e: join@rics.org, visit: rics.org/fmhub
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WIFM
Bartlett and Sajna Rahman. A short
but powerful video called “Like a
Girl” (https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=XjJQBjWYDTs) was shown
to the panel and audience, raising
awareness about how the phrase “like
a girl” has become an insult.
David Ford was the 5th speaker of the
day, with “breaking on to the board”.
David started by giving some examples
of how large corporate companies
have done well in business. Take
Honda, for example. They stopped
being a producer and started being
a consumer, which led them to a
them, join them” situation in terms
breakthrough – Building cup holders in
of the stereotypical individuals she
their cars!
was up against in the workplace. This
& !  $
spurred her on to study at Oxford just
so do companies, David advised. If
two years ago, proving that there is
you can, choose your company by the
no age limit on education; “You don’t
leaders you admire.
need eyes to see you need vision.”
David told the audience how he had
Deborah mentioned that FM could be
 ! 
quite insular, and placed importance
$^
on networking, and that’s where we
board members. He highlighted that
  R>X? +
younger generations are now asking
and supportive environment to both
themselves “why break on to that
women AND men, hosting regular
board, when I could BE the board”
events open to all BIFM members.
& ! %$[% by starting up a business. “Dream
big dreams, expect great things”, he
Alford took to the stage to share his
said, which tied in so well with a point
“breaking through personal barriers”
shared by Deborah Ward earlier in
story of his cross channel swim.
the day – Give yourself permission
[%  !
to do something amazing, we hold
laugher with his self-deprecating and
ourselves back.
humorous account of what it took
David closed his session with these
    "*
wise words: “Good judgement comes
asked if he was crazy, he would quote
from experience, and experience
this saying from Captain Matthew
comes from bad judgement.”
Webb - “Nothing great is easy.” During
Last, but certainly not least, Emma
his journey across the channel, Nick
Parry (co-founder of Help 4 Heroes)
=$ 
and Ela Le Galloudec (Band of Sisters
<$999 %$ ;8$999
/ Help 4 Heroes) took the stage. Help
calories (amongst many other things
<) ! ;99
that sounded quite daunting). Nick’s
temporary fundraiser, but it proved
all-important support team cheered
him on from the boat and kept him fed so popular that the team continued
to grow it to the size it is today. The
and watered all the way through to
charity is not just about supporting the
his successful arrival in France, and he
^+$
explained that having similar support
but also the emotional scars our
 %"
heroes wear. Ela gave a heart-rending
Nick succinctly put his swim into
personal account of how she and her
perspective for the audience: “Pain is
husband deal with both his physical
temporary, pride is eternal.”
&% ![% ;8$999 and emotional pain on a daily basis
+=
calories meant lunch couldn’t come
soon enough for the delegates! A super +"& $V+
spread was put on by Bartlett Mitchell, hard to remain positive, but she
discovered the best way of overcoming
who kindly supplied all of the catering
the feeling of being helpless is to try
throughout the day.
helping someone else. The session
The 4th session of the day saw
ended with a standing ovation and
Lucy Jeynes (deputy chair of WIFM)
tears aplenty.
hosting a panel debate with Wendy

Excitement for the Women in FM (WIFM) Annual Conference started long before the
day itself, and thanks to the huge buzz created on social media, we were trending at
number 6 in the UK on Twitter by 10.04 – Women on a mission!

© ProSportsImages

T

his year’s theme was “Breaking
Through”, and saw an agenda
packed full of fantastic individuals
with brilliant stories to tell. The ever
  *U34 &
 <?4&/ 
conference, and saw a show of hands
from almost half the audience when
she asked who were conference
  '  
&\  ?
speaker of the day, with “breaking
through relationship barriers”. She
started by explaining that unless
we have a good relationship with
ourselves, we won’t be much good
at relationships with others, going
on to highlight that it is important to
build a network of people who inspire,
challenge and support you. Anne
recommended LinkedIn and Twitter
as very valuable tools in making and
retaining a network.
She encouraged everyone to think
about mentoring – Finding a mentor
but also being a mentor. WIFM have a
thriving mentoring programme open to
all BIFM members.
One of the key messages from the
talk was Anne highlighting what
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%~*+
$ "
Everyone builds their own beliefs and
perceptions, and so she prompted
people to leave their prejudices behind
when meeting new clients / colleagues
/ customers, and quoted Henry Ford
“Whether you believe you can or you
can’t – You’re probably right!”
Deborah Rowland was speaker
number two, with “breaking through
sectors – private to public”. Deborah is
head of Property Asset Management
for the UK Ministry of Justice, and
many of the audience were intrigued
to hear what it’s like to work in such
a position! She explained how she
forged a relationship with colleagues in
architecture and construction in order
to make FM operations easier, and that
   
government is made harder than usual
as ministers expect “pithy” (this word
attracted many giggles thanks to poor
Deborah’s sore throat) two page only
submissions. Fine for some projects,
but even large, complex ones are
subject to this rule – Not easy!
Deborah told the audience that she
felt she was in an “If you can’t beat
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FAST FACTS

Controlling Access
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET

FMJ brings you advice from industry expert Kate Tompsett of
Secure Engineering on how to make the most of your access
control systems whilst making sure you are legally compliant
Access control is the name commonly
given to a security facility that
controls admittance to areas of a
building or site, or allows authorised
access to secure data. Used to protect
staff and assets, comply with Health
& Safety regulations, Data Protection
regulations and to limit access to
restricted areas, access control can
be used to safeguard a single door
or building, or provide a complex
integrated solution for a large site.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Access control systems use cards,
tokens, or biometric readers to allow
entry through doors, turnstiles, car
7      
'      9>
7   !    
and a well thought out system could
    ! 

  
When entry is attempted and access
 ! 7
    &&] 
  !    
"     !   
 !     
     

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF
OFFERING ACCESS CONTROL?
J  !   !  
building is ensuring that all personnel
can access the areas and data required
to keep things running smoothly and
     7   
    J  
!      
    !    
       
 !     
     :=
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J    !    
     <;;;;
      ! 
9>       
  " 
With access control, there are no locks
    7  
!   & 7 
   7 
  !  !! !
  !        
      
   !   
!  



and this can be linked to a monitoring
system to ensure that security remains
      
 !       
   !   
  ! 
Access control can also be integrated
with other building management
 ! *    !  ! 
     
person has entered a building, but turn
       
      
  *_     
!  !    
   
 !   !   

WHAT SORT OF SYSTEM WOULD SUIT
MY BUSINESS?

+ 9>      
      " !   
access control systems can be adapted
     & 
   "   ` 
that need to be restricted entirely, and
those where access needs to be granted
to certain personnel, such as cleaning
     !
 {  
&!!    7
HOW DOES IT WORK WITH
!   "      
EXISTING SYSTEMS?
     
+?       &&]   7   
will know their requirement best, and
    ! ! 
 
  ! 
    
  '   >  
with access control to create a secure,
     !
     !
Biometric security uses unique
!  !   
physical characteristics to allow
control integration is the building’s
?   % "   ! " ! 
7     
    7 
      !     7
 ^ !     !    
       !  !   

J    !  
an unreliable reputation, progressions
in technology are now making this
! !    
 {    !   
J  {    !
     
entry to personnel without the need to
    
    ? !    
   `
    
    )   

WHAT ELSE NEEDS TO BE
CONSIDERED?
As with all electronic equipment,
access control systems need regular
inspection, testing and maintenance,
with any essential repairs carried
  !   J 
!    !   `
       !
 ?    |   
backed up and current ensures that
 !   
%   
  
 !  /9> ! 
     
  ! ?   " 
 
9  
    9>!   7

      
correct access procedures, together
with prohibited actions, such as
       
access cards, or allowing more than
one person to enter a building on a


HOW SHOULD ACCESS CONTROL
SYSTEMS BE SELECTED?
&    !\   
when selecting an access control
 !      
!    
expenditure to secure the best long!     !
!  ? 
 !  
J" _&{    
 7 *_ 7  
the system is easily extended and
    
{ 
&      
     ! 
     
   !  
       !! 
      !
      
        

Who do you think needs help
evacuating your building?

The truth is anyone might need some help in an emergency.
That’s why the Evacusafe range of chairs and mattress are designed
to assist any person with a mobility impairment safely and
securely down the stairs in just such an event.
Contact us today on 01256 332723 or
email info@evacusafe.net to discuss
what’s the best solution for your business.

9 Devonshire Business Park, Knights Park Road, Basingstoke, Hampshire. RG22 4UU.
Tel: 01256 332723 Email: info@evacusafe.net Fax: 01256 332823 Web: www.evacusafe.net
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heard, which can actually
worsen the situation.
+
an angry or hostile person,
or, worse, an angry or
hostile group of people, can
be particularly challenging.
Ultimately, you can only really
% ! 
remaining calm yourself. And if the
conversation is becoming increasingly
heated, it might be an idea to encourage
everyone to take a short break.

Awkward conversations
are an unfortunate
but necessary part of
a working life, coming
in all shapes, sizes and
varieties. What is the most
unpleasant encounter you
have ever had in your career
and what lessons did you learn
from this?

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
THE HR VIEW
C-J GREEN,
GROUP HR DIRECTOR,
SERVEST GROUP
One rather amusing
encounter from the early
days of my career in HR
sticks in my mind. I was
delivering the news to
an employee that he was
C-J Green
being dismissed for gross
misconduct. As the meeting
drew to a close, the employee stood up and went about giving
%!  ~%  ! $ 
by item. He then stormed through the building,
to the exit, in just his pants and his boots. I
remember thinking: “Oh my goodness,
why on earth have I chosen a career
in HR if this is what goes on.”
Then there are the really
unpleasant situations that are
inevitable in HR given the nature
of the role as an intermediary
between the employees and
the business. I can think of a
  !+ 
that I really can’t even talk about
here. At the start of your career,
 +
to deal with, practically and emotionally.
Experience eventually teaches you what
approach will likely be best for each unique scenario.
I try to keep in mind that people ultimately just want to
be heard. By listening to people you can potentially get to
  !  %  
satisfactory outcome. Whereas if you go steaming in with a
  $  ! 

Telling someone that they are being made redundant
is awful, actually, and there’s no easy way to do it. Some
HR professionals cope with a situation like this by being
emotionally closed. They avoid thinking about how the person
sitting opposite them is being impacted. I personally think
that it’s time to leave your career in HR the minute you stop
  ! "
My mum went through a redundancy years ago and was
treated in a very cold and detached way by the HR person who
gave her the news. Being treated with respect wouldn’t have
 $ ! $    +
the role with dignity, feeling like someone actually cared that
she had just lost her job. Every person deserves to be treated
with respect and with empathy.
At the other end of the spectrum, there are people in HR who
take it all too much to heart. It’s important to have a balance.
You can still feel empathy for people in the moment and not
take their troubles home with you at the end of the day.
Other situations such as performance reviews
can be hard to deal with too, especially when
the person thinks that they are performing
fantastically well. They might be putting in an
enormous number of hours and feel that they
are really committed to the organisation. But,
in reality, they are just not delivering what
is needed. Again, you have to approach the
situation with tact and work hard to communicate
+ "
Having a background as a counsellor for young
   
provided me with a fantastic set of people skills. These
were some of the most confrontational people I have ever
encountered. Fortunately, employees don’t tend to present
such extreme scenarios. But the lessons are transferrable. A lot
of it boils down to remaining calm in yourself, having empathy
towards the other person and knowing when you can and
should help and when you can and should take a step back
from the situation.

I try to keep in
mind that people
ultimately just want
to be heard.”
– C-J Green
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THE END-USER’S VIEW
GUY STALLARD,
CHAIRMAN, FMA USER GROUP AND THE UK HEAD OF
FACILITIES AT KPMG
Awkward and tough challenging conversations are not the same
thing. Tough conversations
are a fact of everyday life in
Facilities Management as
operational matters, however
great your processes and
procedures, they can go awry
and as a result Customers
become disappointed and
emotional. We all remember
instances when the key piece of
equipment broke down at just
Guy Stallard
the wrong moment. Customer
complaints also arise from
misunderstandings so you learn to listen and then investigate.
Dealing with such instances and conversations is part of the
excitement of being a Property and Workplace Manager.
Similarly we can all recall tough discussions around poor
performance, restructurings, redundancies and outsourcing
%  % +  
have integrity, openness and honesty in addressing such
matters. Calling the C suite to let them know about a loss of a
key account or that a potential property acquisition has been
unsuccessful, as another party has bid more, is never fun. These
conversations are not awkward if the C suite are kept regularly
updated on progress through the process and the bad news is
given immediately. Avoiding a tough conversation for a “better”
day will always end in disaster.
Some of my toughest conversations have been with suppliers
when they have been unsuccessful following a tender and yet

had invested so much time and enthusiasm to try and win the
KPMG supply contract. In such instances the initial news will
feel extremely raw to the recipient (tears are possible) and
it is really important that you meet again a couple of weeks
later to give constructive feedback on why the supplier was
unsuccessful. By explaining decisions in detail the unsuccessful
party can learn the lessons for future tenders. I am aware
of a number of instances that suppliers have used learning
experiences to win elsewhere. It can never be appropriate to
leave someone bitter and frustrated that a decision is unfair or
arbitrary as the frustration will just fester. Fair and constructive
feedback helps build long term relationships.
Awkward conversations will arise if you start a conversation
without being fully briefed are aware of the facts for which
there is little excuse. In terms of embarrassing conversations
I thankfully have never asked anyone if they had a wonderful
Christmas, to then discover that a relation had died over the
period festive period or been embarrassed because I did not
   ( "? 
is easy to remember as I was asked to speak at a funeral.
]+>    ! 
who naturally balance sorrow and celebration in both words
and tone.
Finally we all have had conversations we thought might be
awkward but turned out to be a memorable pleasure. For me,
speaking to Her Majesty the Queen at the opening of KPMG’s
 R! ! "

THE CONSULTANT’S VIEW
DAVE WILSON CFM,
EFFECTIVE FACILITIES
I’m sure most people in
management positions will
have had experience early in
their careers of feeling
apprehensive
about a looming
conversation
which they
have to initiate
~ $!  $ 
problem. It’s arguable that if you haven’t
had such a conversation that you’re ducking
your responsibilities – or you're the luckiest
manager in the world. Either way, learning to
deal with such conversations is simply part of
gaining managerial competence, as I’ll discuss.
]
The most awkward conversation I
   !
my line manager had told me to do
something – in that case, sack the
employee – which I didn’t believe was
necessary or appropriate. I was in my
    ">
doing it, I did it badly, and I not only
hurt the person who was sacked,
>    (
FEBRUARY 2015
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     !
team. I never did it again: in fact, I’d rather have the awkward
conversation with my manager, to defend my decision and my
right to take it, than needlessly and falsely discipline or dismiss
someone. If your manager feels that strongly and you don’t
agree, let them do the dirty work.
#   !  $
%!   
I hate. Indeed, I’d even argue that you should never become
relaxed about any kind of disciplinary or termination interview,
given the profound consequences for the other person. Quite
seriously, I always think of the lyrics to “Clampdown” by the
Clash:
You grow up and you calm down
You're working for the clampdown
You start wearing the blue and brown
You're working for the clampdown
So you got someone to boss around
It makes you feel big now
      
   

THE COACHES VIEW
DAVID KENTISH,
DIRECTOR & CO FOUNDER
KENTISH AND CO
School does not teach you how
to handle awkward situations in
a diplomatic way. At my school
a dispute between pupils wasn’t
discussed rationally to achieve
David Kentish
an equitable outcome, mostly it
was settled with a punch up in
the playground, which I have to
say did sometimes work short term, but it was never a
lasting solution.
What I have learnt over the years in business is that the best
outcome you can hope for when both sides walk away from
a “discussion” is that each one has gained an understanding
!  %
the necessary adjustments to achieving a better working
relationship with that person.
Even though you may not agree with what the other person
is saying it is worth trying to understand why they are saying it.
#    ^ 
   !+
give you an insight into the other person’s reasoning. You may
>+ $ +   !
conversation at some point.
During my corporate career I have been involved in or
  
confrontational situations. Fortunately these were infrequent,
but when they happen they can be a major distraction for the
business in general. This is because people tend to take sides.
This is done for either personal or political reasons - being
on the winning side in the corporate world can help your
career! – but it can also disrupt and sour relationships within
the business, which poisons the atmosphere and reduces the
+ !"
There is a lesson to be learnt from everything that you
experience, because you don’t know what you don’t know.
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In my earlier days at work I did not know how to react to
  !   $ > + 
the school playground scenario on the occasions that a
disagreement would boil over (which is in itself a failure to
handle it properly). I would match aggression with aggression,
which in the advertising world I worked in, as at school (many
similarities) worked short term, but did not help to build long
term trust and co-operation.
What I learnt was that the reason many workplace disputes
occur is because of poor communication and not having
an honest and open conversation with someone when it is
necessary and before it gets out of control. Take out anything
personal in the discussion and relate it only to business;
        
them. Whichever it is, always agree what you will both do to
improve the situation, do not leave the problem unresolved.
Another lesson I have learnt which is relevant to your life
in general, and not just at work, is not blaming others or
circumstances that seem to conspire to create problems for
you. There is no such thing as the perfect life, things do go
wrong, these are situations that you cannot control, but you
can control how you react to them. You can choose to be angry
  $      $
  %    
one you had intended.
Let me give you two personal work related examples, viewed
as I have from both sides of a similar fence.
>+  %   
%   $
 !> 
at the major advertising agency that I was creative services
director of.
It was a time of technological change from conventional
 % !  "
The experience I needed had to be brought in which meant
letting many members of the current studio go, they were all
good people, but it was my decision and it was necessary to
!%+"V  $
that their jobs were terminated was painful to all.
Some years later I was a director of another global agency.
I had been there for four years, having been headhunted and
  ! =   %
approach would compliment the executive creative director
 V* + %"
&  V* %  !%$
creative leadership of the agency changed and a new managing
director was brought in. This all worked for a while but one
#    ?  
with me, nothing unusual in that, except that it was not the
meeting I was expecting.
“Dave” he said, “you are a great creative services director,
but unfortunately it won’t be here anymore” The big brown
envelope on his desk should have given me a clue!
  % + 
made all the time, sometimes you are making them and other
times they are made for you.
It’s how you conduct yourself that’s important.

Do you have a question that you’d like answered
by the FMJ Career Clinic?
Email: charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk

Real projects, real savings.
Product highlights
O

Fully addressable and networkable

O

Easy-to-use graphical interface

O

Adaptable to layout changes

O

        

O

Scene setting functionality

O

Supported by turnkey design and
commissioning service

Case study: Pembroke College, Oxford University
        
Oxford University’s Pembroke College now benefits from increased
energy efficiency through highly addressable luminaires and easily
adjustable lighting levels – thanks to CP Electronics’ signature RAPID
lighting control system. Complete with stand-alone PIR detectors,
this CP project allows for significant energy savings and cost reductions to
prominent areas such as lecture theatres, student accommodation and corridors.
Lighting control for the most demanding areas
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Call us today on +44 (0)333 900 0671 or visit our website www.cpelectronics.co.uk

Scene select plate (top-left)
Lighting control module (top-right)
Ceiling mounted PIR presence detector (left)
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CLEANING SHOW 2015

cleaner, is throwing down the gauntlet,
challenging window cleaners from across the
globe to take him on…and take his crown!
     
– being sponsored by Unger and Principle
Window Cleaning - takes place on Wednesday
11 March. Would be record breakers can enter
by completing the form on the Cleaning Show
website. www.cleaningshow.co.uk. Anyone
     
receive a cash prize of £1000.

With pre-registered visitors up by a staggering 60 per cent and news
that Kimberly-Clark Professional, TL Killis, SCA Disposables and VAX
will be joining Numatic and MITIE to exhibit, The Cleaning Show 2015,
is destined to be a winner for both exhibitors and visitors alike

T

aking place from 10-12 March at
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With the move to London, the Cleaning
Show organisers have created a series of
compelling new features for the event,
ensuring that visitors and exhibitors get
!+!    ! "
Amongst the key new features – that
transform the old Cleaning Show into a true
industry event - are:
✔ A Free Seminar Programme: The seminar
programme will consider solutions to
challenges currently facing the industry.
|    ! 
Living Wage, immigration and employment
issues, training, window cleaning, and
hospital hygiene.
✔ The full Seminar programme can be viewed
at www.cleaningshow.co.uk/seminars and is
not to be missed.
✔ The Training Academy: An opportunity to
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learn more about products and techniques,
to get professional advice in developing your
business, as well as a host of other topics
designed to improve the way you work.
✔ Careers Clinic: Meet and discuss career
opportunities in the cleaning industry with
clinic sponsors FM Network.
✔ The Cleaning Show Innovation Awards:
The Cleaning Show Innovation Awards have
been updated, improved and companies
can enter simply visiting the Cleaning Show
website by the entry deadline of 28 February.
Categories include: - Cleaning Products; Floor
Cleaning; Outdoor Cleaning; Carpet Cleaning;
Window Cleaning; Washroom Hygiene;
Sustainable Cleaning; and Management
Systems – together with a panel of professional
judges will ensure an awards programme that
is better than ever. The Award winners will be
announced in the Seminar Theatre at 4.15pm
on Tuesday 10 March.
✔ _ !    9  ! 
the Cleaning Show’s history, Mitie is sponsoring
the event. As well as presenting a number
of keynotes in the Seminar Theatre, Mitie is
working hard to attract visitors from its existing
and potential customer base. This will enhance
   !   ) 
event.
✔ The Exclusive VIP Lounge: This private area –
constructed at the heart of the main exhibition
{    ?     
meetings and one-to-one discussions.
✔ The Guinness World Record Attempt: Terry
‘Turbo’ Burrows, the world’s fastest window

✔ A Series of Social and Networking Events:
The Cleaning Show – representing the
largest gathering of cleaning professionals
and hygiene experts in the UK – is the ideal
place to attend meetings and network with
customers and colleagues, old and new. A
programme of social events has been devised,
and a number of industry associations will
be taking the opportunity to hold meetings
and stage presentations during the Cleaning
Show.
✔ Twitter Sessions: Small businesses who
      
social media to their advantage can learn how
     
free training session with our expert.
✔ Over 100 Industry-Leading Companies
Showcased Within the Exhibition: The
UK cleaning industry’s main producers
and suppliers of machines, products and
services will demonstrate their latest, cutting
edge solutions. Amongst the major brands
attending the event are Vax, Numatic, HSS
% %*_&] /  7_!
Rubbermaid, Truvox, and Unger – to name
but a few. A full list of exhibitors is available at
www.cleaningshow.co.uk.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Everyone who has an interest in the
commercial cleaning sector should attend
  ;98:"
In a nutshell, visitors will include:
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 Facility managers from a wide range of
industries including:
 V  "
 X` "
 )  "
 Industrial and manufacturing premises,
 "
 \ !"
 \  + "
 Q+"

Amongst the major brands attending the event are Vax, Numatic, HSS
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SPONSORED FEATURE

Vax Commercial’s A-rated tub
vacuum delivers big performance
for a professional clean
 "  &$'*    + ;;      $        $ ' <

C

leaning in busy environments,
such as hospitality, leisure, care,
education or retail, can prove to be
/ &  
are deemed to cause a disturbance.
For any Facilities Manager, this, as
    
    
  &   & 
   ( &
   
   /& 
  &  )
V(
Launched in November, the new VCC-08A
tub vacuum from Vax Commercial makes
light work of such cleaning tasks. Its
proven high performance instils the user
  +
brilliant results.
#¡ 9¢&    +%
   $
&( +! "
This iconic tub vacuum boasts a compact
and robust design that has made it more
than ideal for cleaning up even the most
challenging environments. Excellent suction,
] ^   $
+%$& 
   
99.98% of dust and motor emissions*.

POWERFUL, EFFICIENT, QUIET
#¢99R  $
    !=;"%R 
/  !  
the market) has enabled the VCC-08A to
achieve an overall A rating, backed up with
independent testing.
>( §){)¨ 
setting reduces its operational noise levels
to just 69dB(A), making it the ideal vacuum
!  +  $
 $  $
+"

] +$ Q 
Manager for Vax Commercial
YX?
having to source high performance
 ! +
environments in order to get
"
) +$+  
need for machines that can
deliver this performance
whilst being used in
$
are still inhabited with
  $ 
or residents, continues
to provide a challenge.”
Y#  
for developing the
VCC-08A. This vacuum
 $
 +
){)¨ ! 
 $
+
high performance. This machine
!!  "Z

EASY TO HANDLE
At just 4.7kg, the VCC-08A is ultra-lightweight. It
 + 
manoeuvre. Added convenience comes from the
    $ ^  
  
the rear.
The motor is mounted in the base of the vacuum
rather than in the lid, which means that the
 % 
topple when pulled around corners. This means
added convenience in areas with an assault  !!$  
dining areas.
An extra-long 16.5m cleaning reach allows
  ! 
inconvenience of having to switch plug sockets
  "> $!    

  ( % +
   "
Y?% % !+ ! 
the cleaning operative should not be
+  %Z]"YV ! 
controls and extra-long reach can limit
 
experience, and make for time-saving
$  !
operatives.”

ALSO IN THE RANGE
Other models in the commercial range of
tub vacuums include the VCC-10C.
# 8;99R  
that delivers excellent pick-up
!   
+!  "
X 
areas, the VCC-15 has a
lightweight, anti-topple
design but features an
 8:\
  !  
  "#
machine is still lightweight
at 5.5kg, and is also A-rated for both
 "
Vax Commercial’s product range also
$$
steam cleaners, sweepers and detergents
 %"
{   +
 ! 
!  !   + $
 ! {|
 %"X
demonstrations are also available to help
   !  "

     =' > >> > ;  
email sales@vaxcommercial.co.uk> = @vaxcommercial
?

0121 347 6047
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COVENT GARDEN

West End

Gardening

The name Covent Garden (coming as it does from “The Convent’s Garden,”) paints a
picture of an idyllic pastoral scene. Fields, streams, sheep, maybe an acolyte or two
 $ {= <   =     = |  
welcomes over 43 million visitors every year, making it one of the most popular
    = <}~   ;          $>  
by the FM team handling the deluge

B

ack in the 16th century, with London
still largely contained within its city
walls, the area that is now the district of
=  +    
parts used as arable land by Westminster
Abbey, from where the name came.
When the Reformation rolled round and
Henry VIII seized church lands all around
the country Covent Garden was given over
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to the Earl of Bedford who commissioned
Inigo Jones to build some houses worthy of
noble occupants. Jones also designed an
arcaded square which had developed in an
open air fruit and veg market by 1654.
Despite the Earl’s intentions by the 1700s
the area had become London’s red light
+
"# ^$

rakes and playwrights.
Over time the area developed into
the market with which it is still largely
synonymous, with the current market
building being constructed in the 1830s.
Despite being famous as a market place
Covent Garden actually refers to an entire
neighbourhood of the Capital, home to the
central market building, a variety of shops,

FMJ.CO.UK

COVENT GARDEN

CASE STUDY

restaurants and bars with the Royal Opera
House looming overhead. There are also
residential properties, now home to multi
 \  (
prostitutes and playwrights.

CAPCO
Since the acquisition of Covent Garden in
2006, Capco have set the wheels in motion
of a transformation of Covent Garden into a
“world class district,” and have succeeded
in enticing world leading brands such as
Apple, Chanel and Balthazar to the area
and bringing the area to life “creatively,
commercially and responsibly.”
This is something that any of the 40
million visitors would likely agree with.
The presence of the Royal Opera House,
and the 40 theatres in the surrounding
streets as well as the plethora of street
performers certainly give the area a unique
and distinctive character.

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
Anyone even vaguely familiar with facilities
management (which hopefully most of
you are…) will be well able to imagine the
challenges this presents to the FM team on
site. This is provided by Incentive FM.
As the team in place at nearby (we’re
talking stone’s throw here) Somerset
House, Incentive is well on the way to
carving out themselves a reputation for
being the go to service providers for elegant
 \  !"
Covent Garden is however the largest
contract that Incentive have won since
they started trading in 2002 and under
the terms Incentive provide extensive
services, ranging from conventional FM
services including cleaning, maintenance
and security to some less conventional
like managing the Apple Market and food
market as well all auditioning and licensing
street performers. There is also a full PPM
and reactive maintenance operation for
the estate. This is alongside a remit to
improve the services provided to the estate,
its 300 tenants and the millions of visitors
every year.
Both parties are keen that these services
be provided almost invisibly. As is the trend
amongst sites open to the public, Capco is
keen to present a united face to the public,
with all representatives being seen as part
of a single team.
# !
the main market building’s listed status.
When the fruit and veg market closed in
the 1960s the plan was to demolish the
building but a protest from Londoners saw
+ "&
standing empty for nearly twenty years it
was repurposed as a shopping centre in
FEBRUARY 2015
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1980. The listed status, with its relevant
regulations obviously presents the typical
challenges to those onsite.
Then there are the street performers.
#   
neighbourhood has a long history, and
was noted by Samuel Pepys’s in his famous
diaries all the way back in May 1662. In this
 Q
and Judy show in Britain.
Now performers audition for timetabled
slots in a number of locations around the
area. The street performers are present year
round. Though their iconic place in Covent
Garden folklore and sheer entertainment
value makes them virtually indispensable.

CLEANING
Meanwhile the cleaning requirements
for a site of this size and with this higher
level of footfall are obviously extensive.
Indeed Incentive’s responsibilities on this
front were expanded last year. They have
long been responsible for the cleaning
of privately owned land. This remit was
expanded to include wider areas in Covent
30
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Garden that are controlled by Westminster
City Council.
Incentive FM have introduced a number
of enhancements to the existing cleaning
operation and undertake additional street
cleaning areas in the public realm, and in
agreement with Westminster City Council.
The team also provide daily deep
cleaning to King Street in Covent Garden,
carrying out works including scrubbing
the pavement, removing chewing gum and
cleaning the street furniture.
Bruce McDonnell, managing director at
Incentive FM, said:
“It is vital that the millions of visitors to
the area each year have an exceptional
experience and a high standard of
cleanliness is a big part of that. This
investment in both people and equipment
is already yielding results in the appearance
of the environment within the wider estate.
The results are very visible!”

RESPONSIBILITIES
Capco meanwhile are very conscious
of their wider responsibilities, both to

_\^ 
Garden was the focal point
for London Poppy Day for the third
year running and they run frequent
charitable events.”

FMJ.CO.UK

the community and the environment.
“Proactive management of occupier’s
waste,” sees the estate send no waste to
$ !
the remainder used in an “energy from
waste,” process.
All current major works meet and/

standards where constraints permit within
a Conservation Area and when refurbishing
listed buildings.
In terms of relations with neighbours and
visitors the Covent Garden team strives to
build on the strong relationships formed
with local stakeholders, such as the Covent
Garden Area Trust, local residents, tenants
and community groups. They work closely
with Westminster Council.
In November 2014, Covent Garden was
the focal point for London Poppy Day
for the third year running and they run
frequent charitable events.
Of course, as you can tell from the work
that has already been done Capco aren’t
+  
quo, they are constantly striving for
improvement.

COVENT GARDEN

CASE STUDY

HOW THE GARDEN GROWS
 The first Punch and Judy show recorded in England was performed in Covent Garden in 1662 Samuel Pepys
mentions enjoying it in his diaries.
 Did you know that the first sandwich ever eaten by that name is claimed to have been consumed in the
Shakespeare’s Head in Covent Garden by the Earl of Sandwich in 1762.
 Covent Garden get its name because there used to be a convent/monastery located on that spot. It was
dissolved with the dissolution of the monasteries by Henry VIII and the Duke of Bedford took over the land.
 The area receives over 43 Million Visitors a year – making it one of the most popular tourist
attractions in the world.
 The Covent Garden Piazza was originally inspired by European piazzas and was hoped would create the first of
many public open squares in London. This became a huge influence on town planning throughout Britain.
 When tourists say “Covent Garden” they mean the covered market in the center of the Covent Garden Piazza,
but “Covent Garden” actually describes an entire neighborhood in London.
 Covent Garden is the only district in London to have a license for street performers and entertainers.
 Covent Garden Market and the Royal Opera House are featured in George Bernard Shaw’s classic play
Pygmalion and Alan Lerner’s musical adaptation My Fair Lady.
 In August 2007 Covent Garden launched London’s first food Night Market.

THE FUTURE
Indeed the developments currently being
planned are the largest to date.
The plans will see two of the area’s main
thoroughfares, Floral Street and King
Street, connected, improving pedestrian
^       
produce clusters of “like themed” shops.
The 100,000 square feet mixed-use
scheme (including 22,000 square feet of
new space) will create a new pedestrian
passageway connecting Long Acre and
King Street, a new public courtyard, ten
!  +  
apartments.
These plans have been made possible
by recent acquisitions on several streets in
the area.
FEBRUARY 2015
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SECURITY

CLOSE

PROTECTION

Britain has seen a female prime minister lead us to victory in an inter continental war. The pay
gap between men and women is as small as it has ever been. Angela Merkel sits astride Europe
like a colossus (at least according to certain tabloids). But are the sexes really so equal? Does
  "      '; ' ;>   '}~$   

D

espite constant protestations from the
media that the job market is more gender
equal than at any other point in history there
are still certain professions that are seen to be
more suitable for one sex or the other.
Men for example dominate engineering (witness
just about every single newspaper article written
for the past million years), plumbing, electricianing
(yes, that is a word) and many more.
Women meanwhile have niche’s of their own,
though admittedly not to the same extent. Nurses
are overwhelmingly female. Somewhat surprisingly
so are psychiatrists. Oh and beauty therapists.

THEN THERE IS SECURITY
Since the dawn of time the security industry has
been male dominated.
Just think of palace guards in every sword and
sandals epic or those horsemen guarding trade
caravans. (Admittedly this may not be an entirely
accurate history, more the musings of a journalist
cut of from the internet, but still…).
32
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But to what extent, and how to judge it?
Well let’s take a look at some broadly similar
professions. In the UK police there are 35,471
!    !8;_$_: <
forces of England and Wales (including central
+  6$;"
of the total. The proportion of women in the more
senior ranks of chief inspector and above was 18.0
 ;_" ! 
constable rank.
Then there is the army, which has, somewhat
  +$    
! "> $8¢$99  
!] ! $_"< !
   8$;9 ! "
*!  $$9 "
This means that women are represented more
equally in both the police and the army than they
are in security, where they make up roughly eight
per cent of the workforce. Why is this?
Traditionally success in the security business
was seen as resting on physical presence and
prowess. That meant men. Preferably of the tall

and strapping variety.
]$%  !^$
could this be beginning to change?
FMJ spoke to Jane Farell, CoE development
manager at Sodexo Ltd about the wider issues
surrounding women’s role in the industry.
Farrell, is responsible for security training
and compliance across the UK and Ireland and
spearheads the Sodexo Women in Security Group.
As part of Secure, Sodexo’s on-site security
service, Farrell has worked to increase the
 !!  
organisation from nine per cent to 14 per cent
over the last three years.
In addition to all this she scooped the Women in
Security Industry Award at the International Fire
and Security Exhibition Conference (IFSEC) event
held in Birmingham last May.
Farrell, who has worked for Sodexo for over 30
years, agrees that even now there is a perception
that security is a profession for men. “I’ve always
found that some women have a fear about a
career in security as it’s seen as a male-dominated
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industry. What we’ve tried to do is take that fear
away and open up more opportunities for women.”
But how exactly is this to be achieved? In order to
% ( + 
why women are so underrepresented in the
profession? Is there an inherent bias against female
security guards, either within the profession or from
society in general?
A quick browse through the internet might provide
some insight. Yahoo Answers, paragon of truth and
virtue that it is, features a question where a young
woman asks whether or not she should pursue
a career as a security guard. Pretty much every
comment that comes from someone NOT involved in
the industry advises against it. Unless “You grew up
in a rough neighbourhood and know how to handle
yourself.” Yes, seriously.
However those comments that come from people
actually involved in the industry are overwhelmingly
positive. In fact they frequently point out areas in
which women have an advantage over men, such as
!   %$
 ^"
# !+!  
something that Sodexo recognises, they aim to have
;: ! 
end of this year.
But how exactly to do this? According to Farrell
   "# %"
Y  +  !
+ "V "#
is certainly less attractive to women than to men,
especially those women who have, or are thinking of
34
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having children.”
#+ + 
very male centric language, focusing on the
physical aspects of the job. Strength, patrolling
et cetera. This is outdated, as there is not a
single aspect of the modern security guard’s
job that cannot be performed equally as well
by a woman.
Farrell’s second suggestion is that security
needs to be seen, not as a stop gap job, but
 "  
progress has already been made in this area.
X   +
before, including university degrees.
She also advocates the use and promotion
of networking groups. Speakers can be used to
draw in crowds, both male and female. Indeed
Farrell sees herself as promoting both men and
women. “I’ve always seen my role as one of
helping people, men and women, to develop
their careers. It was never viewed like that
before, but the security industry is about
having a professional career path, and
developing their skills.”
But obviously as a woman, winner of the
R & !
so much industry progress, Farrell has to give
some precedence to females.
“We’re moving in the right direction and so
far, we have made great positive strides.” She
says. “We wish to reach out to as many female
employees within our security business as
possible as well as inspiring those who are

considering a career within the industry. We
hope by enabling employees to network and
share ideas and best practice in a dedicated
forum it will increase interest and encourage
many more women to start a career in security
services.”
Farrell, somewhat amusingly, suggests that
the best way to get men to attend these events
is by hosting them at football grounds or
rugby venues.
She has also recently been appointed to
the IPSA management board, spreading
her expertise and ideas to the international
community. She says: “It’s an honour for me to
represent women in the security industry on
the IPSA management board and I hope to use
my security training background to broaden
the expertise currently available. I have been a
member of IPSA for a number of years and last
year was elected onto the International Council.
During my time with IPSA I have met some
valuable contacts and have had the opportunity
to represent the organisation at conferences
at home and overseas. I am currently
involved in the development of the Trailblazer
apprenticeship scheme for security and am
looking forward to using this experience to
enhance training and development in the
>Q&(  "Z
Certainly the example and advice that
Farrell and others like her are setting should
see a far more balanced security industry in
the near future.
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VACANT PROPERTY

Think of a vacant property and the image of a dilapidated building probably comes
 < $    ;  $ *       '     
and riddled with mould and even vermin. It’s not a pretty sight and, let’s face it, the subject of
  $$  ;; '$  '"'  |'  >"  * 
of Orbis, the vacant property management specialists explains why it is essential
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obody – landlord, council or facilities manager – wants
an empty building in their portfolio, unless it is about
to be demolished for something better, because of the
    (   2   
       &  
  V  & & & / \' 
According to insurance company Aviva, £2 billion of damage
is done to property in the UK through vandalism and arson,
 V         
Vacant properties in an area might not be great for the
neighbours either. They can directly impact the look and feel
of a street or an area for the worse, which in turn impacts
the value of neighbouring properties and obtainable rents.
Research indicates that property prices in areas with the
highest proportion of vacant homes are, on average, 15 per
cent below the average for the country, and as high as 29 per
cent in some local authorities.
*+$  !+ $ $

industrial buildings and private and social housing properties
remains high. The number will remain high for
the foreseeable future at least, as a result of economic
conditions, trends in technology, consumer behaviour and
patterns of consumption.
Given the outlook, people need to know how to manage their
vacant properties well to prevent them from turning into an
eye sore, not to mention a health and safety hazard. Not only
can good vacant property management maintain the value of
the property and the look of the area, but it can ensure that
you remain compliant with insurance requirements and even
health and safety regulations.
 + + 
vacant property well?
There are various services involved in good vacant
property management, from security and maintenance to
cleaning and property inspections. Technology is also further
professionalising the process of managing vacant buildings.

MANAGE THE CLOSURE OF THE NEWLY
VACANT PROPERTY
It is cheaper and easier to keep empty buildings secure and
+   "&
essential aspect of this is to properly manage the closure of the
 
 +/+
the building will only be empty for a short time).
& +%  % 
might access the property should be performed. Consider
 !  
risks and that a property in a poorly-lit area might be at more
%  "&    
  ! "#   
valve to prevent serious damage from frozen pipes or from
criminals breaking in and stealing copper piping. Water could
be gushing for days before anyone revisits the property and
  "& +  
electricity and gas.

SECURITY
Your insurer will, in all likelihood, require that your vacant
property is adequately protected. It doesn’t have to be
made impenetrable, but it does have to have strong enough
   "
V $  !
measures depending on its location and building type. Popular
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security solutions for empty properties include
mains-fed alarms, temporary alarm systems where
there’s no need for mains fed alarms, CCTV, manned
guarding and security screens/ boarding. Some
properties may only require minimal measures such
as boarding on the windows. Other properties require
stronger measures including perimeter protection,
physical security such as metal screens on doors
and windows, lighting, electronic security systems,
manned guards, dog patrols and CCTV.

CLEANING AND CLEARING
It is not uncommon for tenants to leave behind a mess
when they vacate the property. Some might leave
food in cupboards that will attract pests
+
!^  +
that are combustible and so
should be removed.
Then there are the
 
and clear jobs
that absolutely
must be handled
by specialists.
Some tenants
might have had
a number of pets
whose presence
continues to linger
 !^
unpleasant smells. Some
tenants, especially in the
social housing sector, may even
leave behind feces, urine and blood
and hypodermic needles. Or a person may have
died in the property and a specialist team will have
 $!! 
can move in.

maintained then the size and occurrence of the
arson attempts will escalate. The building may
eventually be burned down. Similarly, regular
inspections could detect a small leak which if
 
to be damaged by water.

TECHNOLOGY
Technology is playing an increasingly important
   + "&
basic technology solution might be a security
alarm system or a remotely monitored closed
+ / #¡6  
  "& +
   +   
linking to an alarm receiving
"&  + 
$+ 
alarm is triggered and the
system automatically
captures a 10-second
recording of the
scene. When sensors
are tripped, images
are sent straight
to a 24/7 response
centre, which is
manned by trained
operators who can
determine whether the
alarm has been triggered
by perpetrators. They then
call the police to the scene
immediately.
Technology can also be used to provide
an audit trail of regular inspections carried out,
which may be necessary to remain compliant
with insurance requirements and health and
safety regulations.
Since closing a property and managing
it while it is vacant is no easy task, it pays
 +  %
on the responsibility. They can deal with
everything from maintaining the appearance
of the property and cleaning and clearing it to
providing an appropriate security solution and
regularly inspecting it. Fail to get it right and
the owner risks the building being ransacked,
^  +  "*!
trespasser injures themselves on the premises
the owner could face prosecution and a
"*=
vacant commercial property received almost
£600,000 in compensation. When it comes to
managing vacant properties, a stitch in time
really does save nine.
  !! 
revised BIFM Good Practice Guide to Managing
Vacant Property, recently published by Orbis.
The guide aims to provide useful information
and guidance to facilities professionals who
have empty buildings to manage as part of their
property portfolio. To download your copy of
the guide for more information and advice, visit
www.bifm.org.uk/gpgs

One trespasser injured in a
vacant commercial property
received almost £600,000 in
compensation. When it comes to
managing vacant properties, a
stitch in time really does
save nine.”

MAINTENANCE
There are several practical ways of maintaining
empty buildings, primarily involving keeping up the
 ! "& %
property will draw potential intruders like moths to
^ ">! !  $
large pile of post behind the door is a clear sign that
nobody has been in and checked the property for a
while. Other signs of a vacant property include a clear
+  $% 
$^ + 
untidy planting, together with broken windows.
Keep the building and its surrounding clean and
$!  
the area, clean up the damage quickly to prevent the
problem escalating.

PROPERTY INSPECTIONS
Carrying out regular inspections of your empty
buildings is essential to prevent petty instances of
$   "& 
 
 "]!  
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Not sure which cleaning provider
can deliver what you really need?

We can help you.

Only i-Clean has independently measured
the performance of over 200 providers
across 5000+ commercial sites and can tell


   
what you need. Even mid-contract we can
improve your provider’s performance by
an average of 27.5%.

us now
onor
01684
580 680 or visit www.i-clean.info
Call us now on 01684Call
580
680
visit www.i-clean.info
Clients include:

Your Career, Our Courses
Leading FM Training Provider for over 20 years

+44 (0)20 7404 4440
info@bifm-training.co.uk | www.bifm-training.com
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THE LAST
THING ON
YOUR LIST
IS THE
FIRST THING
ON OURS

We’re here to simplify your projects and
let you get on with what you are best at.
We call it TOTAL and it’s our FF&E Managed
Services offer. Operating in both the public
and private sector, we are the UK’s leading
FF&E specialists.
TOTAL DELIVERS:
> Signiﬁcant cost reductions
> Improved process efficiency
> Sustainability beneﬁts
> Reduced project risk
> A collaborative, strategic partnership
For more information on how we
take the stress of FF&E off your list,
contact Tim Worne on 0113 255 9555.
SOUTHERNS.CO.UK

TOTAL
EVERYTHING WE DO, DELIVERS RESULTS
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Even easy additions, such as the provision of
$'   ;  = $<%

 % !+! 
they are making important business calls or
during break periods.”

FEELINGS
“Of course, there are many considerations to take
into account, and ‘wellbeing’ has to be considered
from a number of angles, including: function,
aesthetic appeal and ergonomics.
“Most businesses continue to operate in
challenging times with budget and deadline
pressures. Therefore it’s important that any
  $!  "
Facilities managers shouldn’t equate ‘wellbeing’ to
("*$(   !
working and using innovative solutions to ensure
that a job comes in on-budget, yet to the highest
  $+! 
all stakeholders, and that’s why the engagement
process is vital.”

workstations as possible by windows for easy
access to natural light. Employees with external
views and increased exposure to daylight are
said to take 6.5 per cent fewer sick days than
those who don’t, according to Northwest
University, Washington. This suggests that
improving employee wellbeing is a simple way
  $! 
employers. Higher levels of natural light will
also reduce the need for electricity, reducing
expenditure on energy bills.
“Even easy additions, such as the
provision of greenery can have a positive
 "Z

PROMOTION
RESEARCH
Tony Cahill, executive director at Liverpool-based
facilities management company, Vivark comments:
“Research from bodies such as the World Green
]   
has a real impact on employee health, wellbeing
and productivity. Therefore, ensuring a workplace
interior is entirely suited to the needs of its
occupants is something every facilities or estates
manager needs to consider when coordinating an
 "
Y|   +   !
 !">(  !  ^
   !"# 
  ^$
 % !   " 
workspace so that breakout areas can be provided
allows workers to conduct informal meetings, ideas
sessions and even phone calls away from their
desks. Removing the distraction of computers and
 $+^$  +  
+$  
conversations to happen away from the bustle of the
 "
“Research also shows that those with access to
larger amounts of light, or even better, natural
light are much more content at work. Consult an
expert in interior planning and try to place as many
44
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Michael Page is joint managing director of
 % $> 
and he feels that “Wellbeing is a bit of a buzz

">( 
it can cover health and happiness and what is
generally good for us. Transfer that to the work
environment and we’re talking about what is
a nice environment for people to work in; an
environment that we look forward to entering
and that we can enjoy being in that doesn’t
++  ">
should be well ventilated, with lots of natural
light – these are the very basics.
YQ
  
  + %
in an optimum environment has a positive
   +")   !
make for better outcomes. You are more likely
 % !   
attractive working environment and you will
get a better standard of work from them if their
needs are met.
“Considerations for wellbeing should cover
everything from being warm enough or cool
   ª 
bright and there are adequate break out areas
 "> 
environment, it’s really important to be able to

X )$|>(' 
 V?V&  Y*
wellbeing is inextricably linked to our
surroundings and goes beyond just our
">  
  !~ 
we feel. Failure to properly understand
wellbeing leads many companies to pursue
cringeworthy ‘coolness’, rather than a
genuine attempt at creating happy, healthy
and productive workplaces. Organisations
must remember what is at the core of the
wellbeing agenda: the need to ‘humanise’
the work environment. And unfortunately,
the addition of that soon-to-be unused
football table, video games console and sofa
(for those daring enough to be perceived
as lazy,) or space-hungry standalone pods
inevitably hogged by the resident introverts,
just won’t cut it.
Y# +
within an organisation can be helpful. A
workplace that is best suited to the human
needs of those who inhabit it must cater
!  !
around where, and how people are most
productive. Being able to choose from
a variety of settings allows individuals
or groups to select the environment
%
! !%">  
create the optimal workplace and ensure
  *>$! $ 
management and HR must come together
at the planning stage of a relocation or
! $  
$  "# 
  
to nurture, understand the expectations
of their employees and outline budgetary
and real estate constraints that they are
faced with. Once these priorities have been
$ + !
utilising wellbeing to create a productive
  +  !  "
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LIVEWELL VENDING INSTALLS CRANE
MERCHANDISING SYSTEMS’ LATEST
TECHNOLOGY ACROSS RANGE OF SITES

MONTH IN FM

COMPACT AND LIGHTWEIGHT HYBRID
BLOWER 3400 PACKS HIGH DRYING POWER
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 www.cranems.co.uk

 www.truvox.com

 023 8070 6600

 sales@truvox.com

EASILUME LIGHTS UP THE ALL NEW
BARCODE WAREHOUSE OFFICE
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 0333 800 5555

STREET SMART LITTER BINS SPREAD THE WORD
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 www.leafieldrecycle.com

 01225 816541

 comms@leafield-environmental.com
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TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811

MONTH IN FM

CROWN TRADE CLEAN EXTREME – THE
POWER TO PROTECT IN CHALLENGING
ENVIRONMENTS
The premium high technology coating Crown Trade Clean Extreme
Scrubbable Matt puts in a polished performance in areas of high use –
coping with stringent cleaning regimes and ultimately reducing the need
for costly redecoration by
minimising wear and tear.
Tested in demanding
laboratory conditions and
delivering a time-proven
finish in-situ, Crown Trade
Clean Extreme Scrubbable
Matt is the ideal choice
for busy areas including
schools, universities and
student accommodation,
as well as nurseries, offices, hospitals, leisure facilities and housing
association properties.
Its high technology formulation provides a surface that is not only
wipeable, but has the real bonus of offering a truly scrubbable finish –
delivering compelling financial and aesthetic benefits.
Marks and stains can be easily removed to ensure an attractive
look is in place for the long term.
Specifiers can enhance their selection of premium products such as
Crown Trade Clean Extreme with the powerful online resource, Crown
Paints, PaintSpec Finder.
 www.crowntrade.co.uk

 info@crownpaintspec.co.uk

SEBO EVOLUTION RANGE SETS NEW STANDARDS
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 www.sebo.co.uk

 0845 034 1464

 01494 465 533

ADVANCED PROTECTION FOR
SCOTLAND’S ART COLLECTION

ANDREWS CELEBRATES 50 YEARS
AS HIRE SPECIALIST

The National Galleries
of Scotland has selected
industry-leading MxPro
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 www.advancedco.com

 www.andrews-sykes.com
 james.duck@andrews-sykes.com
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 +44 (0) 208 8305 4259
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I-CLEAN PASS 200 PROVIDER MILESTONE,
AS CALLS FOR INDEPENDENT
BENCHMARKING GROW

ARMSTRONG SUPPLY LAUNDRY FOR
COLLEGE OF NORTH WEST LONDON HAIR
AND BEAUTY DEPARTMENT
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 www.i-clean.info

 www.armstrong-laundry.co.uk
 01635 263410

 enquiries@armstrong-laundry.co.uk

GROSVENOR SATEON
SECURES THE GHERKIN
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 www.grosvenortechnology.co.uk
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TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811

MONTH IN FM

THE ROBERT SCOTT GROUP WILL BE AT THE
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SHOW IN MARCH
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SEE US AT THE FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SHOW
2015 STAND No: F34D

 www.robert-scott.co.uk
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 info@robert-scott.co.uk

MARTINDALE ELECTRIC CATALOGUE, AN ESSENTIAL
REFERENCE FOR PROFESSIONAL ELECTRICIANS
The latest Martindale Electric catalogue is the essential reference for all
electricians and maintenance personnel working on electrical equipment
and installations and those involved in ensuring safe isolation. Featuring
more than 300 items of electrical and environmental test equipment
and accessories, the 64-page, full-colour glossy catalogue is a complete
electrical equipment resource guide. The catalogue is also available on
Martindale’s web site in PDF and Interactive Flash Version format.
Martindale’s catalogue organises products in 12 categories, allowing
you to easily find what you need. Comprehensive product-specification
and application information is printed next to each product. The ‘New
Products’ section showcases the 25 newly introduced products.
Martindale has always been an innovator in test equipment with many
firsts; including the first ever ring main socket tester, first self-proving noncontact voltage indicator and many more.
Information on the latest
new safety features of the
industry standard VI-13700/2
voltage indicator is included.
Martindale products
are available from all good
wholesalers and all products
have a two year warranty.

 www.martindale-electric.co.uk

 01923 441 717

 01457 819494

 sales@martindale-electric.co.uk

COLOURFUL HARDWARE SCHEME
FOR WELSH CARE HOME

WHITE PAPER CALLS ON FMS TO LOCALISE
AND PERSONALISE THE GUEST EXPERIENCE
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 www.hoppe.co.uk

 www.bennetthay.co.uk

 Jessica.Roberts@HOPPE.com

 020 7559 3688
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 info@bennetthay.co.uk
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LEAFIELD ENVIRONMENTAL AT
THE CLEANING SHOW

OCS ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES ACHIEVES
GREEN ACCORD PREMIER LEVEL

Leafield Environmental will demonstrate its unique range of high
durability recycling solutions.
The stand will feature the evolution of the Meridian Envirobin, a 110
litre capacity, slim-line bin originally designed to take two waste streams
in one unit with a 70:30 split; mixed recyclables to non-recyclable waste,
in order to encourage recycling. The
Meridian has a narrow footprint and
flat back that can be placed against
a wall in corridors without causing
obstruction.
With triple lid configurations,
a 100% open lid version, liquid
reservoirs and a liner system with
food waste caddy for those adopting
a bag-less approach to recycling,
the Meridian is possibly the most
versatile recycling bin available
today.
New EnviroStack space saving
stackable bins that allow collection
of up to four types of recycling in one
flexible and stackable unit will also
debut at the show.
On display for the first time
will be the Steribin with pedal operated single lid, designed for use in
environments where hygiene is a high priority.
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 www.leafieldrecycle.com

 www.ocs.co.uk

 01225 816539

 comms@leafield-environmental.com

LONE WORKERS AT HILTI UPGRADE TO 8
SERIES IDENTICOM TO PROTECT RETAIL STAFF

SYSTEM UVEX – THE NATURAL, SUSTAINABLE
WAY TO STOP LEGIONNAIRES’ DISEASE
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 www.connexion2.com

 www.systemuvex.co.uk

 enquiries@systemuvex.co.uk

 01707 642 358
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TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811

SERVICE WORKS GROUP TO SUPPLY FM
SOFTWARE TO SOUTH ESSEX COLLEGE

NEW LEARNING MATERIALS FOR UPDATED
SECURITY QUALIFICATIONS
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 www.swg.com

 www.highfield.co.uk

BROOK TAVERNER – NEW 2015 CORPORATE
CLOTHING RANGE UNVEILED

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN FOR
FACILITIES SHOW 2015
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UK Gutter Maintenance Ltd
Reaching new heights for service and safety

Why should businesses or organisations carry
out an annual gutter clean?

programme in place and indeed may even
lower premiums.

When companies review their external building fabric,
gutters are often forgotten about as they cannot be
seen. As a consequence there is no planned maintenance
 
       
from businesses or organisations who actually have a
problem that needs resolving.

What typically would a planned gutter
maintenance programme include?

Companies should really be pro-active and the majority
of businesses should incorporate a gutter clean as part of
their annual risk management/maintenance programme.
            
can be immense and can cause major disruption to their
          
          
As a result many insurance companies are now specifying
that companies have a regular planned maintenance

A gutter maintenance programme would typically
include a full gutter clean every 12 months ideally by
       
     
attempt to unblock any blocked outlets as a matter
of course during the clean.
Following the clean we would then assess the condition
of the gutters and roof and if necessary undertake any
minor remedials whilst on site.
Following the clean a brief report, advising of the
condition of the gutters, together with any major
          
by before and after photographs of the works undertaken.

SERVICES OVERVIEW
• Major planned preventative maintenance
(PPM) gutter cleaning contracts.
• Fast reliable call-outs for national help desks.
• Gutter maintenance and repair works.
   
 
(up to 10 year guarantee)
• Siphonic system repairs and installations.
• Roof and sky light repairs/replacements.
• Re-testing of safety wire systems.

For further information please contact us on
Tel: 01748 835454 or visit our Web: www.ukgutters.co.uk

It’s no good burying your
head in the sand...

...You need BAFE
When you specify fire alarms, portable extinguishers or emergency
lighting you need to be sure that they meet the latest standards,
using approved equipment and that your contractor is competent.
There are now over 1000 BAFE registered contractors from all parts of the UK
who are certificated so that they meet your requirements.
These key third party certification schemes are backed by UKAS accredited
Certification Bodies thus ensuring you get the products and systems your fire risk
assessment requires.

BAFE.... Independent – National – Quality!
Bridges 2, Fire Service College, London Road, Moreton-in-Marsh, Gloucestershire GL56 0RH

Tel: 0844 3350897 • Fax: 01608 653359 • Email: info@bafe.org.uk

www.bafe.org.uk
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A COMMITMENT TO FM
TRAINING AND QUALIFICATIONS
A commitment to training and
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he old Chinese saying about
living in ‘interesting times’
seems never to have been more
apt than in today’s turbulent
business world.
Since the economic crisis of 2008
the fall-out from tough operating
conditions and drastically reduced
budgets has been widely felt by
individuals in all sectors and at all
levels in organisations. Job security
is very much a thing of the past, and
in today’s harsh employment climate
adaptability is now the order of the
day. However, the unprecedented
  
chances for those with the right
attitudes and skills, and it has
provided Facilities Management with
a golden opportunity to demonstrate
its strategic value. Never has it been
more important to squeeze the most
from organisational resources, or to
extract maximum value from assets
and services.
However, such testing times demand
that both employers and individuals
keep ahead of emerging trends. Those
with the knowledge and skills to
%! %
to succeed in a jobs market which
seems set to remain both volatile
and highly competitive for years to
come. Staying ahead means being
able to anticipate which capabilities
will be most valuable in handling the
growing range of challenges facing
organisations in the public and
private sectors. Despite the pressures,
there are opportunities around
and skills shortages in a number of
key areas mean that employers are
continuing to invest in FM learning

and development while cutting back
or freezing spending elsewhere.
Training providers are also under
pressure to keep pace with new
demands, both in terms of what’s on
 (+"#
desire for added value from learning
and development means that many
employers are now seeking formal
accreditation from programmes as a
means of demonstrating competence.
R % !
to support CPD remain important,
the ability to show that learners
have been tested in some way is now
increasingly attractive as a means of
justifying training spend.
BIFM Training (Quadrilect Limited)
has seen major growth recently in
both registrations for formal BIFM
«  
assessments for in-house programmes
 !   ! Q 
recognition. Many employers are
now looking to ‘professionalise’ their
teams by encouraging individuals
 !   
basis for career progression. This can
 + ! 
well as companies looking to identify
rising stars. The realities of today’s
employment market mean that
individuals can’t count on staying
with the same organisation for life,
and achieving various forms of
professional recognition is probably
the best way of enhancing your
prospects should you have to
change jobs.
We actively encourage all our
attendees to build up a personal
‘learning log’, including our BIFM
Q $ ! 

learning activities undertaken and
 "#
be invaluable not only to feed into a
CV, but also as the basis for annual
appraisal discussions and internal
performance reviews.
However worthwhile the outcomes,
 ! 
formal study can be very challenging,
especially where individuals are under
great pressure in their routine work.
This is one of the key reasons why
BIFM Training has been working hard
to broaden its delivery, and to build up
the options for e-learning alongside
our regular modular courses. It’s
another reason why we plan to
expand our range of web-based
options over the next couple of years.
R   !
   
styles is vital, but helping to overcome
serious time constraints is now also a
major priority. People need to be able
to absorb training and learning in new
ways and at times to suit themselves,
   
a mix of solutions provides the best
chance to make a positive impact.
It’s also clear that Facilities
Management has evolved and
matured considerably over the last
decade, and while many of the core
training themes remain priorities,
the treatment of individual topics
continues to change.
Contract Management is a case
in point and it’s clear that as both
clients and supply partners grow
in experience, the emphasis is now
! 
outsourcing process towards some
of the more challenging relationship
management and cultural issues.
In response, BIFM Training has
introduced a range of new public and
Executive courses in areas such as
collaborative working and innovation.
In addition we are increasingly
asked to develop bespoke in-house
programmes, ranging from helping
client teams to re-think their roles and
behaviours towards supply partners,

through to joint training sessions
to help build more positive working
relationships.
The ability to manage ever more
complicated supply chains is likely
to dominate the FM agenda for the
foreseeable future, as, for example,
increasing cuts in UK public services
drive new delivery models and we
see corporate clients continuing
to challenge suppliers for more
 ++ +
solutions. The implications for
training and development are
$  
other obvious trends, including
the emphasis on delivering more
+ +~! 
! ~
honing professional and technical
skills to allow improved transferability
between roles. This second area has
been something of a ‘holy grail’ for
suppliers in particular, who frequently
 +(
backgrounds but who are looking to
grow broadly based talent suitable for
a range of contract types, including
those involving technical
FM services.
The growing commitment to
investing in training and development
by both employers and individuals
is a hugely welcome sign that the FM
sector is coming of age. There are
now exciting opportunities at every
+~! & X
Degree and Post Graduate Level
 $
range of CPD opportunities to
choose from, including those
]>X?]>X?
Training. Whatever stage you’re at
it’s worth bearing in mind being
able to evidence a commitment to
professional development can be a
=   (
competitive jobs market, so don’t
lose out!
Check out the new BIFM’s FM
Professional Standards. They will give
you a feel for the key capabilities that
 + !X?
~   % 
]>X?« "
For further help and advice on CPD
 $ $  
  !   !
please contact us at BIFM Training
on 020 7404 4440 or at
info@bifm-training.com and
www.bifm-training.com.
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PEOPLE
MITIE PARTNERS WITH SALVATION
ARMY TO HELP UNEMPLOYED

Mitie’s Environmental business and The Salvation Army
have set up a joint venture initiative to transform the lives of
people who are unemployed in Southend-on-Sea, Essex.
The Salvation Army approached Mitie to help place a
  !+$  
employment but were willing to take on the training needed
for the role, into work in the local area.
Tom MacKeown, regional account manager, was able to
recruit a team of cleaners and a supervisor for ODEON in
Southend on Sea through this initiative. Within six weeks, all
members of the team had excelled in their roles and become
indispensable to both ODEON and Mitie.
The success of the initiative has also seen both MacKeown
and The Salvation Army nominated for an ERSA Employability
award, highlighting their hard work and dedication.
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JULIUS RUTHERFOORD STRENGTHENS
MANAGEMENT TEAM
Provider of premium cleaning services in London, Julius
Rutherfoord, has appointed Marcus Heap as sales and
marketing director.
Heap, an experienced business leader, with proven
success in developing business strategy and then
leading and driving the implementation, will be
responsible for leading the sales and marketing team
to deliver the organisation’s growth plans as it secures
its position as London’s best contract cleaners for the
commercial and educational sectors.
Heap has an extensive international and domestic
sales and marketing career with senior roles at 3M,
? &3/R &    
Recall, where he was sales and marketing director.
R           
commercial clients across a wide range of sectors.
To help manage its growing portfolio of contracts, Julius Rutherfoord has also
appointed two new general managers to the operations team. Their appointment
increases the number of general managers to four and will allow the organisation to
                &
accommodating its plans for further growth.
Both general managers come from national facilities management contractors and
have many years’ experience in the industry.
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CAREER LADDER

Facilities management is known to be a career that
Name: Ben Churchill
Current role: CEO Urbanise
Lives: Dubai
Education: MEng: Mechanical
Engineering Degree –
Loughborough University/Aston
University: Business Diploma/
Pearson: Non Exec

? <       )
I was a waiter during my time as an
impoverished undergraduate for one
day – let’s just say it cost me more in
buying the acceptable attire for the
occasion than I actually banked from
  > (  )\ 
with Leyland Product Developments,
delivering design projects in partnership
with Liverpool University.
? <     ) 
4  
It was during my time in Carillion – I
O_^ :;;: !7  
a seven-year period of exhausting
every chance possible to maximise my
experience and climb the corporate
ladder. Carillion presented some
extraordinarily exciting opportunities
that catapulted me (repeatedly) out of
my comfort zone. And I liked it. From
initial roles as innovations engineer,
process manager and mobilisation
manager I was then promoted to senior
       " 
  &      
development director in the Middle
East.
? What made you choose FM as
  
As I think I’ve already hinted at, it chose
me. It certainly wasn’t a career I’d
! !  :; 
wasn’t perceived to be the cutting edge
of engineering design. However, what
did I know then? It has provided such
diversity with endless challenges and
constant rewards.
? How did you progress through
      
Probably it was all down to the classic
seven-year itch, but I’d started to feel

that I needed a new challenge. In early
:;<;*\ +!  9>
provider in the Middle East) and within
 !  *!!  
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I started looking at the business
and looking at the capabilities of the
technology within and was thinking
about ways we could really step it up
a gear and it was during this time I had
a bit of an epiphany – we’re talking
about a business that is intrinsically
about service, customer service and yet
all the technology that was available
was about making the engineer’s life
easier or reporting on an asset. It just
didn’t make sense. There was nothing
putting the customer at the centre.
All the traditional technology was
un-user-friendly, expensive, very, very
under-utilised and clunky; the sort of
technology that sits on an ugly server in
the corner collecting data that nobody
knows how to use.
At the same time I was blown away, as
a consumer and a bit of a techy, by the
emergence of the cloud. You didn’t have
to invest a lot of cap-ex, you just used
what you needed and it dawned on
me that this was the future. People are
expecting great consumer experiences
within the corporation. So I started to
look at how to create an e-commerce
experience around services, where
relationships are at the heart.
This is when I met the guys from
   !*)   
sort of e-commerce service platform I
was dreaming about and together we
completely transformed the business.
]" 7
experiences for not just end-users but
for corporations. It was revolutionary.

people fall into from other sectors. In this regular
column, FMJ chats to a facilities professional about
how they got into the sector and takes a look
at their career path. This month we talk to Ben
Churchill, CEO Urbanise

We over-doubled the business and
"    !
our reputation as being a middle of the
road FM provider in the Middle East to
!    

    J
and a half years I joined Urbanise so that
we could continue to disrupt the status
" 7  
? What was your worst
    
I can honestly say I haven’t had a
bad interview. My longest interview,
however, was with Urbanise: three and
a half years getting to know the brand
under the watchful eye of the most
accomplished and applied person I
have ever met, my business partner
Rob Cumming.
? <   )&  
   
Arthur Anderson, ahhh, I just got
through to the second round of
interviews as a graduate and I felt pretty
  ?
the company had gone bump. I was
pretty gutted at the time, but it probably
turned out for the best.
? What is your greatest
contribution to the FM sector, or
    
Can I say “I’ve helped to make FM
sexy?” Along with the guys at Urbanise,
I have helped disrupt the landscape
of traditional FM provision and have
challenged the reasons why FMs exist.
The reason they exist isn’t to have a
building, it’s so the people within the
building can have great experiences.
We’ve created the technology and
culture for this to be possible.
? What’s changed most since you
  4
As I’ve mentioned, it’s the forward-

looking generation that want the great
consumer experience. They won’t settle
for the clunky technology and the status
"9>   
!7     
to the planet and that is truly changing
the way we think, the way we report, the
way we operate our buildings.
? If you could do one thing
/     4&
  
I’ve been lucky enough to have had a
thoroughly enjoyable and rewarding
career to date. To change one thing
would mean that I thought there was
possibly a better outcome for me,
and I really don’t believe that’s the
case. I have been blessed with exciting
opportunities and brilliant mentors,
supportive teams and rewarding
experiences. I just want to continue to
challenge the sector and create better
experiences for people.
? What would make the biggest
/   4  ,
   
Without a doubt it’s the realisation that
we have to start taking accountability
for the buildings and the cities that
are already in existence. We talk about
making smart cities and spend so much
time designing, shaping and imagining
the new but look at the stats. Five per
cent of GDP in Western economy is in
maintaining buildings. Forty per cent of
global carbon omissions are from the
built environment.
People have been talking about
making air travel less environmentally
damaging for years yet it only accounts
<  !  /
that it doesn’t need addressing, we just
need to get some perspective.

Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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Whether your in-house
team needs assistance
at busy times, you’re
looking for robust
Business Continuity &
24/7 solutions, or you
simply want to cut costs,
Moneypenny can help.
We’re experts in looking
after calls for corporates.

We look after telephone calls.
That’s all we do. We do it superbly.

0333 202 1005 • moneypenny.co.uk

